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“The members of the UU Meeting House hold sacred each individual’s
spiritual and ethical development. We welcome all and seek unity in diversity.
We commit ourselves in service to the wellbeing of the congregation and to all of
life.”~~Mission Statement of the Unitarian Universalist Meeting House of Provincetown
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Come rain or come
shine
It’s raining men!
(Alleluia)
Don’’t know enough
to come in out of the
rain
Raining cats and dogs
Don’t rain on my
parade!
Right as rain
Take a rain check
It never rains but it
pours
Saving for a rainy day
Into each life a little
rain must fall

April showers
bring May flowers

“It Comes in Every
Storm”
by Olga Orozco
And don’t you feel
also, perhaps, a
stormy sorrow on
the skin of time,
like a scar that
opens again
there where the sky
was uprooted?
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Sunday, April 2: “Dance is Prayer Made Visible”
CREDO Liturgical Dance Company and Kathleen Henry

Sunday, April 9:

Whose stories are these? Rev. Kate Wilkinson

This week marks Palm Sunday in the Christian tradition and Passover
in the Jewish tradition. Unitarian Universalists seek truths in all of the
world’s religious traditions, but often aren’t sure what to do with stories
and rituals from these traditions. Do they fit into Unitarian Universalism?
Are they true? In what sense of the word true? Does their symbolism still
have meaning in today’s world? Let’s explore!

Sunday, April 16: Easter Sunday

Rev. Kate Wilkinson

Easter is a holiday poised between death and life. We take today as an
opportunity to reflect on the empty, dark places in our lives and to celebrate the joyous return to life that this season brings. Our Easter service
will be followed by an Easter Egg Hunt for children.

Sunday, April 23: Earth Day

Rev. Kate Wilkinson

In 1970 the first Earth Day was celebrated and ever since then Earth
Day has given us an opportunity to honor the Earth and re-commit to
protecting the environment. This morning we hear amazing Earth stories
that will mystify us, fill us with awe for our planet and its creatures, and
re-energize us for the work of protecting our air, forests, creatures and
water at a time when our Earth feels more and more at risk.
Our service will be followed by our annual Pancake Breakfast!

Sunday, April 30: Music Sunday!

Mary Abt and the
UUMH Choir

Helping Hands. . .

Another UUMH great idea! Do
you need a ride? have a pet who
needs a walk? need some medication picked up? Helping Hands
has been at work since November
assisting the UUMH community.
Every month a different volunteer is in charge of matching your
need up with someone who has
volunteered to help. These volunteers are creative and resourceful
people---don’t hesitate!
Dianne Kopser is the facilitator:
508-237-1321

"Spring has
returned.
The Earth is
like a child
that knows
poems."
- Rainer
Maria Rilke

a note from Rev. Kate
a note from Rev. Kate
Best Laid Plans
Robert Burns wrote in a poem, “the best laid plans of mice and men often go awry.” Actually, he wrote,
“The best laid schemes o' mice an' men gang aft a-gley.” But that’s harder for us Americans to understand,
so we translate it!
I was thinking about that line the other day when my Walking Club plans were going awry. We had planned
to meet up at the White Cedar Swamp Trail in Wellfleet, near Marconi Beach. In honor of the Spring Equinox we were going to read poetry at different points along the boardwalk, leading from the cold depths of
winter, into the unpredictable in-between season, and then out into the warmth of spring.
But when I got to Marconi, the roads were closed! Uh oh. Time to think on my feet. As more walkers arrived I sent them to the Mass Audubon Sanctuary as a Plan B. I stayed awhile longer at the original spot to
catch any late-comers, and also called April in the office to tell her about the new location so she could
pass it on to anyone who called looking for us. Then I drove over to the Audubon Sanctuary which was…
also closed! Grrr!!!!
We put our heads together about a third walking location, and the phone calls re-commenced. April had
already passed on our second location to someone, so now we had to call back with a third plan and hope
they didn’t just turn around and go home.
By the time we reached our Plan C walking
location, this time in Truro, I was ready to
throw out all my carefully laid plans and
just see what the day had in store for us.
But as we started up the trail, listening to
the raging ocean over the hill, I realized
that my poetry selections would work just
as well there. And it was still the Spring
Equinox.
Sarah York’s piece seemed particularly on
point that day. She wrote…
“I thought of the paradoxes of this in-between season when the rigid is juxtaposed with the
fluid; when spring’s warmth softens the winter earth and winter’s chill snatches back the spring
air; when each day is an unpredictable and unreliable combination of what was and what will be.”
That’s how it is with best laid plans, with Spring, with life. Each day is an unpredictable combination of
what was and what will be. You make plans, you change plans, you stay as flexible as you can, and you
open yourself to the gift of what will be when best laid plans go out the window.
Sarah writes, “The inner thawing renders us sensitive and vulnerable to the unpredictable, until we
emerge comfortably into new ways of being.”
May this spring thaw the rigid places within you, may you go with the flow of what is unfolding before you,
and may you emerge as best you can into new ways of being.
Blessed Be!
Rev. Kate
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A Memorial Garden
"How will you know the difficulties of being human
If you 're always flying off to blue perfection?
Where will you plant your grief seeds?
Workers need ground to scrape and hoe
Not the sky of unspecific desire..." ~ Rumi
It is now about three years ago that this wonderful idea came to my mind,
that the UUMH Garden could benefit from some Dutch tulips.
The rest is history; I got hooked by some fierce Garden Spirits.
The Garden in itself is a piece of art, but it needed a helping hand...
I got rid of a lot of trash, broken things, and cleaned out the compost pile.
So many weeds, but no flowers?
The Garden Spirits told me: "Just do it!"
The Garden to the left of the Meeting House was in the worst shape of all, partly caused by the tree that was
cloning itself via a very stubborn rooting system.
It took me a while to figure it out, but at some point it became clear that this tree had to go. So sorry...
Today, a big, empty pot is sitting right at the spot where the tree used to be,
waiting for something beautiful...
And then there were all these hostas; too many hosta's maybe?
I thought so, but ran into a bit of personal hurt after I had thinned them out.
Apparently there was more to these hosta's than I knew of when I started.
This Garden was not just any Garden--it was a Memorial Garden!
So sorry...I should have known...
I got a hundred daffodil bulbs and some tulips too.
Maybe a Spring Garden would ease the loss of the hostas, yes?
I was hoping it would. At least the Garden Spirits were excited about it....
It is now three years later, 2017.
For the Garden it is the year of the Perennials (and the Fire Rooster, in the Chinese calendar).
What will happen this summer will be a surprise to all of us.
The Garden Spirits will let me know...
Ektala

“Incoming Tide,” Gail Behrik
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We continue our look at UU public stances on social justice issues. This excerpt from the UUA website presents a most timely reminder that Unitarian
Universalism is often out in front of the most difficult issues
IMMIGRATION AS A MORAL ISSUE
Excerpts from the 2013 Statement of Conscience
A belief in “the inherent worth and dignity of every person” is core to Unitarian Universalism: every person, no exceptions. As
religious people, our Principles call us to acknowledge the immigrant experience and to affirm and promote the flourishing of the
human family.
Our Sources “challenge us to confront powers and structures of evil
with justice, compassion, and the transforming power of love.”
...
Lack of documentation and legal status can lead to exploitation . . .
Documented and undocumented immigrants alike are often denied the civil
rights protections of citizens, paid less than citizens, labor in unsafe and unhealthy conditions, and/or are forced to work and live without pay under the
threat of violence. In the United States, increased border security has resulted
in undocumented immigrants crossing in more dangerous and remote areas
where basic human needs such as drinking water do not exist. Increased enforcement of immigration laws and the proliferation of
for-profit detention centers have led to egregious human rights violations with little accountability or transparency. . .
Many undocumented immigrants and their families live in constant fear of deportation. This fear affects their use of educational
opportunities and health care services, and their willingness to interact with local police officers. Enlisting local law enforcement
agencies in immigration enforcement violates accepted practices of community policing and erodes trust between police and the
communities they serve, sometimes resulting in racial profiling of those who appear to be foreign. . . The perceived and constructed
threat of those who are different has led some individuals and nations to meet immigrants with fear. . .

Therefore

Our Unitarian Universalist (UU) Principles and Sources compel us to affirm that all immigrants, regardless of legal status, should be
treated justly and humanely. At a minimum, a moral immigration policy would include the following elements:
• A path to legal permanent residency and citizenship
ª Work visas that:
Require the same worker protections applicable to citizens including fair wages, safe and healthful environments,
and receipt of benefits
Do not depend on a single employer
Allow multiple entries
Permit entry into the path for legal permanent residency and citizenship
Provide parity between the number of visas and the work available in the receiving nation
Timely processing of applications for visas and timely deportation decisions
Access to the same medical care and education available to citizens
Evaluation of human and environmental costs and benefits of proposed barriers to immigration or other changes in
immigration policy
Due process under the law, including legal representation, rights of appeal, and the right to initiate suits
Alternatives to detention for those not considered a threat to society and humane treatment for those being detained
Preservation of family unity, including same-sex and transgender couples and families
Provision of asylum for refugees and others living in fear of violence or retribution
Collaboration with source countries to address underlying issues that contribute to immigration, including trade policies.

Calls to Action
Given the consequences of immoral and unjust immigration policies, we pledge to ground our
missions and ministries in UU Principles and Sources as we undertake individual, congregational, and denominational actions, such as:
As individuals, we can:
• Educate ourselves and others about human migration, immigration policies, human rights abuses that result from immigration policies, and the impact of trade and farm policies on
human migration
• Learn a language used by a large number of immigrants in our
communities
• Advocate for moral immigration policies
• Tour detention facilities and inquire about treatment of
detainees
• Volunteer for local organizations providing aid and advocacy
for immigrants
• Take direct action, such as intervening to preserve the lives
of immigrants, helping them get needed medical and legal aid,
refusing to report undocumented people, or reporting abuses of
immigrants
• Advocate enforcement of laws that prevent employers from
abusing undocumented workers
• Listen to those who have differing ideas about immigration
and creatively develop approaches that take those concerns and
our concerns into account
• Record stories of recent immigrants and of our own immigration histories
• Learn how to identify and report human trafficking, including
labor trafficking, in our communities.

As congregations, we can:

• Cooperate with other UU congregations, other faiths, and secular groups that are focusing on immigration issues for the purposes of education and action
• Offer lifespan education, youth and young adult programming,
and worship services that explore immigration issues
• Create a covenant group that focuses on immigration issues
• Adopt service projects that address issues of immigration and
immigrant rights
• Participate in efforts that support the rights and dignity of immigrants
• Explore and implement ways to transform concern into action,
including the possibility of providing sanctuary for undocumented
immigrants at special risk
• Support and participate in advocacy efforts to change immigration laws that are not moral, including using state legislative
ministries where they are available
• Coordinate experiential trips to gain first-hand understanding of
border, migrant, and refugee issues; support groups that facilitate
such trips, including No More Deaths and the UU Service Committee (UUSC)
• Organize visits to local detention centers, inquire about the care
of detainees, and support detainees and their families
• Meet with Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) officials and local law enforcement to oppose detention in privately-run facilities and advocate for alternatives to detention for
low-risk detainees
At the denominational level, we can:
• Fund college scholarships that are available to undocumented
young people
• Publicly witness against violations of the human dignity and
• Offer financial assistance to undocumented immigrants seeking
human rights of immigrants nationally and internationally
advocate for moral immigration policies and international con- to obtain legal immigration status
ventions, as well as trade, farm and other policies that alleviate • Take an active role in UU and interfaith organizations, including
congregation-based community organizations that address the
the underlying causes of migration
• Support efforts to deconstruct the for-profit prison system
needs of immigrants such as UU Refugee and Immigration
that treats humans as commodities and fuels a culture of mass
• Services and Education (UURISE), Interfaith Immigration Codeportation and incarceration
alition, Standing on the Side of Love, and Interfaith Worker Justice
• Share with congregations information about immigration
• Call upon the immigrants who are members or friends of UU
legislation at the national level
congregations to share their stories and wisdom openly
• Advocate for expeditious implementation of national com• Welcome changes as new immigrants join our congregations
mitments made for visas to foreigners who have loyally served
• Encourage the sharing of congregants’ cultural heritages and
alongside our nation’s military
experiences to create personal bonds and enhance appreciation for
• Join with other faith-based and human-rights groups working
the contributions of diverse cultures
for improved national policies on immigration; these policies in• Participate in a refugee resettlement program
clude labor regulations that protect undocumented immigrants
• Provide tutoring to help immigrants achieve English fluency and
at an equivalent level to that provided to citizens
other skills
• Provide curricula, resources, current information, and
• Incorporate languages other than English into congregational life
networking opportunities that congregations can use in their
• Conduct citizenship classes, voter-rights education, and voter
immigration education and advocacy efforts
registration drives that target new citizens.
• Support the immigration-related work of the UU United Nations Office, UUSC, and other UU-related organizations such as
UURISE and the UU College of Social Justice.
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Hope you’ve noticed the East side of our Meeting House! Take a couple minutes and walk around there.
It’s beautiful! We found painters who take pride in their work. (No pun intended--they’re “Painters Pride.”)
They go beyond to make sure we are happy with their work. They do small repair when needed to make
sure our Meeting House will be around for another 100 years. The fire escape was a challenge because it was
badly rusted. NO ONE would have wanted to use it. Now it is beautiful (as fire escapes go!)
We will be starting on the back exterior wall next. We want to put gravel along the bottom of the East and
North sides so the dirt won’t splash on the new paint. Thank you for all for your support in all we do:
you help us to keep the light on!
In loving service, Lawrence, Vice President

"April hath put a spirit of youth in everything."
- William Shakespeare

Social Justice
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RACIAL JUSTICE PROVINCETOWN GROUP
''We all came over on different ships, but we're in the same boat now.''
Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.

We have been gathering together as advocates for justice for more than four years. Each of those years has presented a growing personal experience in understanding and valuing each other’s differences. We primarily have “afflicted the comfortable” parts of each
other's lives, both Black and White members. We have discussed issues of racism which people of color experience each and every day
and the freedom of white privilege in our communities and in America.
Together we meet monthly, breaking bread and celebrating both our differences and that which we share! As our group continues to
address racial injustice concerns, we hope that throughout our personal assessments, there will be ongoing opportunities for conscious
healing, seeking racial harmony, equality and freedom in ourselves, Provincetown, Cape Cod communities, and beyond!
Together in truth: we ''affirm the inherent worth and dignity of all humankind.''
With the new U.S. Immigration Ban policy looming:
• Our town government recently held a rally at The Pilgrim Compact Park to draw attention to ensuring continued Human Rights
protection of our International and Caribbean Seasonal workers. The Board of Selectmen and Town Manager presented a proclamation.
• The Racial Justice group has a community partnership with the Provincetown Police Department and we sent an inquiry as to their
handling of the U.S. Immigration Policy and their response was: '' Provincetown Police will not participate in any Federal program that
would allow Police Officers to enforce Immigration law and will continue to serve and protect ALL those who live in; work in; or visit
our town, without regard to immigration status. The only time an arrest would be made if a non-US citizen committed an offense, then
our Police department would follow their normal procedures as required by law.''
As immigrants struggle to come to America, we are reminded that 400 years ago a group of Pilgrims, immigrants fleeing England,
entered our Provincetown harbor seeking freedom and a better way of life in the New World. They wrote and signed the Mayflower
Compact concerning how they should be governed. That document became the forerunner of our U.S. Constitution.
Racial Justice Provincetown INVITES YOU TO JOIN US as we face today's racial and social injustice, and environmental concerns.
TOGETHER we will reach toward racial harmony, equality, freedom, and PEACE.
~ Future and on-going projects: U.S. Immigration Policy; Provincetown International Baccalaureate World Schools; PEACE VIGILS;
WORLDfest celebration; 4th of JULY celebration; Provincetown 400 - 2020 Commemoration Pilgrim’s Landing and Wampanoag
Native People Presence.
STANDING ON THE SIDE OF LOVE:
~ NEXT RACIAL JUSTICE MTG.: Wednesday, APRIL 19TH. @ 5PM -7PM, UU MeetingHouse. We combine our gathering with a
community POTLUCK. If you are able please bring a food dish to share. Thank you!
~ NEXT STAND for JUSTICE and PEACE VIGIL: Saturday, April 22nd.@ noon -1pm @ Town Hall. All are WELCOME!!
Racial Justice Provincetown Group: Together We Can
Susan, Deb, Wave, Dian,Kitty,Jane,Mason,Mel,Alison,Barbara,Kate,Catherine,Donna,
Art, Glenn, Ernie, Sunny, Rev.Kate, Pastor Brenda Haywood, chair.

Let a smile be your
umbrella on a rainy
day.
Lawrence Welk (!)
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Indivisible Outer Cape Emotional Support

Nourishment for the Long Haul
Skills and Strategies
for Peaceful Activism

Saturday, April 22, 2017
9:30-11:30 and 1:30-4:30

FREE

Unitarian Universalist Meeting House
236 Commercial St.
Provincetown, MA

Workshops include Burnout Prevention, Staying Grounded,
Peace Poetry, Laughter Yoga, Self-Care, Stretch Movement,
Nature as Teacher, Tuning Meditation and more!
All are welcome for one or more workshops.
• ART
• MOVEMENT

• CONVERSATION
• MINDFULNESS

• MEDITATION
• MUSIC

• POETRY
• FUN

The Indivisible Outer Cape Emotional Support Collective offers resources,
connections, and safe compassionate spaces designed to support, energize,
empower and sustain all people who are concerned with issues of peace, justice,
tolerance, truth, freedom of expression, and environmental preservation.

PANCAKE BREAKFAST
Sunday, April 23
Sponsored by the Membership Committee,
this delicious Meeting House tradition continues after service on April 23. If you can
help cook, serve, or clean up, please contact Kat Black (bunkerblackat@gmail.com)

CHURCH-WIDE CLEAN-UP DAY
Sunday, May 7 after worship

"April prepares her green
traffic light and the world
thinks Go."
- Christopher Morley,
John Mistletoe

The Meeting House is in need of a
spring cleaning and it’s all hands on
deck! We’ll divide into teams based on
interest and ability…all ages are encouraged to
participate.
Are you good
at organizing?
Tackle the
candles closet
or the utility
room. Would
you rather be
outside? Help
us clean out
the garden
shed. Just want to take old posters down
from the bulletin board? That’s helpful too!
We will provide snacks and team captains for
a fun-filled work day.
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• OMG! Did you hear? Our own Pastor Brenda Haywood has
been nominated for a service award from the NAACP for her
work inSocial Justice. I ask you all, could it go to a more
deserving person? CONGRATULATIONS!!!! (Oh, by the way,
Pastor Brenda is recovering from hand and arm surgery
and on the mend!)
• We are so happy that Mel Dwyer is up and about on her
new knee!
• We send loving thoughts to both Allen Gallant and Dan
LaCombe.
• We are so sorry for all who were affected by the death of
Ilene Charles. Be kind to yourselves and know we have you
in our hearts.
• We send love to Mary Abt and Ave Gaffney on the death
of their beloved dog, Timber. He was loved by many and
you gave him a good life.
• Thinking of Jon Arterton and James Mack.
• We are missing a few folks who have fled these winter
months on Cape Cod: Eric Dray, Bill Docker, Tom
Stearns, Bonnie Fraley, to name a few. Come home soon!
• Thinking of Jan Rankin as she travels the twisty turny road
of our medical system.
• Kathleen Henry has a bum knee that is acting up on her.
Lean on us, Kathleen, we can help!
• So lovely to see our own Dianna Maher among us, even
though it was brief. Looking forward to seeing more of
her this coming summer.
• Congratulations to Jimmy Rann and Peter McDonough
on the homecoming of their new dog, Tank. Rumor has it
that he is a true keeper!
• We send condolences to Jackie Sperry on the loss of her
brother. Let us know if we can help, Jackie.
• Rev. Bill Clark has broken his ankle and is walking with a
cane and a boot. It feels like deja vu, Bill. Please know
that we love you and are here for you.

Let the rain
kiss you.
Let the rain
beat upon
your head
with silver
liquid drops.
Let the rain
sing you a
lullaby.
Langston
Hughes
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A weekly group for mutual support to explore
topics of coping with cancer and/or chronic
illness in a small group “drop in” format
facilitated by therapist Deborah Shell, LICSW
Wednesdays from 1:00 to 2:30 p.m.
The Church of St. Mary of the Harbor
This group is free and open to the public

For more information call HOW at 508-487-4357
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Follow the UUA 2017 presidential campaign!
With three candidates on ballot, the UUA will use instant run-off voting for the first
time since 1977; regional candidate forums begin February 25.

Candidates for UUA president the Rev. Alison Miller, the Rev. Jeanne Pupke, and the Rev. Susan Frederick-Gray prepare to speak at a 2016 General Assembly candidates forum. (© Nancy Pierce).

The UUA General Assembly will elect a new UUA president on June 24. Three candidates are running for one six-year term: the Rev. Susan Frederick-Gray (susanfrederickgray.com), the Rev. Alison Miller (alisonforuuapresident.org), and the Rev. Jeanne
Pupke (jeannepupke.com).
Each congregation that certified its membership by February 1 will receive delegate
information in March.
All three candidates are scheduled to speak at regional gatherings this spring:
February 25, Eugene, Oregon (Pacific Northwest District Assembly);
April 1, Bethesda, Maryland (Central East Regional Leadership Day);
April 8, Charleston, South Carolina (Southern Region Spring Gathering);

April 21, Woburn, Massachusetts (N.E. Regional Assembly);

April 28, Oak Brook, Illinois (Mid-America Regional Assembly); and
May 6, Walnut Creek, California (Pacific Central District Annual Meeting).
Black Lives of Unitarian Universalism announced that the three candidates will also
speak at a forum during the BLUU Convening in New Orleans on March 11.
For complete election coverage, including candidate profiles,
visit uuworld.org/uuavote2017. For additional information, see uua.org/elections.

April 2

Sunday,
, 12:30at UUMH
Slideshow and talk on Auroville, India-an experiment in Human Unity in its 49th
year!
80 nationalities, self-governed,
no currency, multi-cultural laboratory in
cooperation: Wow!
Ellen Anthony traveled there in February
and wants to share her experiences.

"The first day of spring is one
thing, and the first spring
day is another. The difference between them is sometimes as great as a month."
- Henry Van Dyke

APRIL 1st!!!

Lady Liberty

Poetry
Corner

You are interrupted somewhere,
unfinished, a wire wrapped around air,
a shadow indicates the volume of your heart.
You could unravel at any time, rate, place.
Is there a point, a recognizable pattern, an end?
Do you embody color like eyes absorb the sky?
Or is your existence just bleak and white?
What impression will you leave?
Can you be drawn out from your bundle of nerves,
neck, collarbone, breast, edge of arm, tilted head? Are you thinking
winking glancing dancing leaning gleaning sighing melting screaming?
How do you answer the wind barking at your door?
What wall could keep you safe
from the tearing, unravelling, undoing, the terror of dreams?
Bits and peaces, pieced back together from old telephone wires,
conversational parts, fits and starts -- an art formed of air and line,
suggestion, negative space, aggression and the human race.
Women march in your wake
for acceptance, rights, to rescue the planet,
and you're all we've got, a figure drawn just barely,
an indication of the woman you once were -made of history, mystery, her story, here and now,
an indication of what's been lost. A woman you once knew
wraps your head, chest, lungs, inspires, church spires,
conspires, expires because of he who shall remain nameless,
he who sees a woman as only the barest outline of his rib.
Could you be that, Lady Liberty? -- minus the torch and a leg to stand on.
How can you stand it? What do you stand for anyway?
Is this what democracy looks like?
Lady, come shine your beacon over this way,
unwind your heart and see what can evolve from this twist of wire,
a metal forged in goddess fire, an Amazon with but one breast,
born to take the endless test. When will you march to free them all,
when will you bend to heed the call? The rant, the rave across the sand,
from beach and wave to reach and rage, to kick and scream until we're whole,
not just one beam, one stream, but from pole to pole, one sea of humanity.
Who are you? You are we. You are me.
by Kate Wallace Rogers

"Here cometh April
again, and as far as I
can see the world hath
more fools in it than
ever."
- Charles Lamb

"First a howling
blizzard woke us,
Then the rain came
down to soak us,
And now before the eye
can focus,
Crocus."
- Lilja Rogers

"April comes like an
idiot, babbling and
strewing flowers."
- Edna St. Vincent Millay
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